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Introduction
In this paper, we present a methodology for three-dimensional (3D) analysis of the struc-
tural and geologic controls on permeability development and the transmission of fluids 
in geothermal systems. We present these methods through examples from two geother-
mal fields, demonstrating the use of these methods in developing data-driven and test-
able conceptual models of geothermal processes.

Faults and interconnected networks of faults and fractures can serve as pathways for 
upwelling in geothermal fields. This is particularly true in both magmatic and non-
magmatic geothermal systems occupying extensional and transtensional domains in 
which normal and strike-slip faults serve as fluid conduits (Moeck 2014; Moeck and 
Beardsmore 2014). The most conductive fault networks typically occur within complex 
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Geologic structure plays an important role in controlling fluid flow in geothermal sys-
tems. In particular, very complex structural settings, consisting of many closely spaced 
and intersecting faults, host many geothermal systems. To elucidate the key geologic 
factors that affect fault-controlled geothermal circulation, it is critical to precisely char-
acterize the structural and stratigraphic geometries in these complex settings. Here, 
we present a methodology and the results of 3D geologic analyses of two geothermal 
systems in the Basin and Range, USA. This methodology is a quantitative and geologi-
cally focused technique that can be used to precisely characterize geothermal areas, 
in a time when future geothermal growth demands increased exploration precision 
and efficiency. Surficial and subsurface geologic and geophysical data are synthesized 
in the construction of detailed 3D geologic maps of geothermal areas. Based on these 
3D geologic maps, we examine several geologic attributes that control permeability 
development and geothermal fluid flow along faults. We use the stress state of faults 
and the distribution of structural discontinuities (i.e., fault intersections and fault termi-
nations) to identify locations of upflow along faults in these geothermal systems. These 
results and the methodology presented herein are directly applicable to structurally 
controlled geothermal fields in the Basin and Range and worldwide. As development 
focus shifts toward blind geothermal resources, integration of precisely characterized 
subsurface structural information into exploration methods will be increasingly critical 
to continued growth in geothermal exploration and development.
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structural interaction areas (Curewitz and Karson 1997; Faulds et al. 2006, 2011; Faulds 
and Hinz 2015). Within such areas, the most productive fluid upwelling zones may be 
confined to narrow conduits, perhaps tens to hundreds of meters wide, along a single 
fault or a small subset of faults (e.g., Caine et  al. 1996, 2010; Caine and Forster 1999; 
Fairley et al. 2003; Fairley and Hinds 2004; Mitchell and Faulkner 2012; Meller and Kohl 
2014). The relatively small extent of productive upwelling zones is a significant challenge 
to the characterization of and exploration for geothermal resources. To facilitate the 
continued growth of utilization of geothermal resources in structurally controlled sys-
tems, advanced tools capable of characterizing fault systems at this fine scale are needed. 
Here, we use detailed 3D geologic mapping and quantitative geologic analyses to deter-
mine specific volumes in the subsurface that are most prospective for hosting geother-
mal upwelling. This type of analysis can be used to iteratively develop and adapt robust 
3D conceptual models of geothermal processes during exploration, thereby helping to 
increase precision and efficiency to geothermal development.

Historically, many geothermal systems have been discovered and developed through 
drilling adjacent to surface geothermal features (e.g., fumaroles, hot springs, geother-
mal deposits) or known thermal anomalies. Supplementary to the surface thermal 
information, geophysical data, geologic data, fault mapping, and other tools are used to 
characterize subsurface geologic structure and support drilling decisions. In the USA, 
however, the future growth potential in geothermal development that is indicated by 
national resource assessments (e.g., Williams et  al. 2008) depends on development of 
new, yet undiscovered geothermal systems. Many of these may be ‘blind’ or have no 
thermal expression, fluid expression, or geothermal deposits at the surface. In other 
words, future growth in geothermal development requires that exploration techniques 
are adapted to current needs so that they can be, among other things, less dependent 
on information from surface geothermal features. Along these lines, it is imperative to 
integrate precisely characterized 3D geologic and structural features in any analysis of 
geothermal processes.

In this paper, we detail methods for 3D structural and geologic analysis and their use 
to identify areas of the subsurface with the appropriate characteristics for permeability 
and the transmission of fluids in geothermal systems. To fully understand the complex 
3D geologic relationships in geothermal fields, 1D and 2D data must be synthesized into 
3D geologic maps (e.g., Jachens et  al. 2001; Phelps et  al. 2008). Hydrocarbon explora-
tion has long relied on the integration of geological and geophysical datasets in 3D for 
drilling target selection and resource estimation (Calcagno et al. 2008; Houlding 2012; 
Lindsay et  al. 2013). Adapting a 3D mapping approach to fault-controlled geothermal 
systems, as we have done herein, can only be effective if geological characterization is 
sufficiently detailed to constrain structural and stratigraphic relationships at a scale that 
is relevant to geothermal processes, i.e., the tens-of-meter scale (e.g., Caine et al. 1996, 
2010; Caine and Forster 1999; Fairley et  al. 2003; Fairley and Hinds 2004; Sanderson 
and Zhang 2004; Mitchell and Faulkner 2012; Meller and Kohl 2014). The methods pre-
sented herein adapt existing techniques that have been developed over several decades 
in oil and gas and minerals exploration (e.g., Calcagno et al. 2008; Houlding 2012; Lind-
say et al. 2013) and build upon previous 3D characterization efforts in geothermal sys-
tems (Jolie et al. 2015a, b; Siler et al. 2016a). Our methods have been developed through 
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analyses of several geothermal systems in northern Nevada and eastern Oregon (Fig. 1) 
and is specifically focused on detailed 3D mapping of fault systems and other geologic 
relationships that pertain to geothermal circulation.

Following the classification of Moeck and Beardsmore (2014) and Moeck (2014), the 
present work is most directly applicable to geothermal systems in which geologic struc-
ture plays a dominant role in channeling fluid upwelling, i.e., structurally (or fault-) con-
trolled geothermal systems. This can pertain to both magmatic and amagmatic systems, 
occurring in a number of localities worldwide including, the Basin and Range (examples 
herein), East African Rift system, Turkey, the Rhine Graben, and Iceland (Moeck 2014; 
Moeck and Beardsmore 2014).

Geothermal systems in the western USA

Throughout the western USA and around the world, permeability in many geothermal 
systems is structurally controlled (Flóvenz and Sæmundsson 1993; Bibby et  al. 1995; 
Curewitz and Karson 1997; Arnadottir et  al. 2003; Rowland and Sibson 2004; Faulds 
et  al. 2006, 2011; Wallis et  al. 2012; Moeck 2014; Moeck and Beardsmore 2014). That 
is, faults and interconnected networks of faults and fractures serve as pathways for cir-
culating fluids. Crustal heat flow across much of the Basin and Range province is gen-
erally high relative to typical continental crustal heat flow. For example, heat flow in 
the northern Basin and Range ranges from ~ 85 to 110 mW/m2 (Lachenbruch and Sass 
1977; Blackwell et  al. 1991; Williams and DeAngelo 2011), with geothermal gradients 

Fig. 1 Regional heat flow map showing the locations of the Astor Pass, Nevada; Bradys, Nevada; Neal Hot 
Springs, Oregon; and Tuscarora, Nevada geothermal systems that are referenced in this study. Modeled heat 
flow data from Williams and DeAngelo (2011). Faults from the U.S. Geological Survey Quaternary Fault and 
Fold Database (U.S. Geological Survey 2006)
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of ~ 35–40° C/km (Nathenson and Guffanti 1988). This temperature distribution sug-
gests that geothermal fluids circulate to minimum depths of ~ 3–5 km to attain the pro-
duction temperatures that have been measured in geothermal fields (based on publicly 
available data, Nevada Division of Minerals). The regionally high heat flow throughout 
the northern Basin and Range suggests that the occurrence of a geothermal system in 
a certain location is primarily controlled by the localization of structurally controlled 
pathways for fluids upwelling from these depths.

A survey of the ~ 450 known geothermal systems in the extensional and transten-
sional domains of the Great Basin region, including the systems presented herein, has 
shown that a handful of specific structural geometries control the location of geother-
mal upwelling in nearly all systems (Faulds et al. 2006, 2011). This and other worldwide 
examinations of the geologic characteristics of known geothermal systems (Curewitz 
and Karson 1997; Moeck 2014; Moeck and Beardsmore 2014) have laid the groundwork 
for the next generation of higher-resolution tools and techniques.

The most common settings for geothermal systems in the Great Basin region are fault 
terminations, fault step-overs, fault intersections, accommodation zones, displacement 
transfer zones, and pull-aparts (Faulds et al. 2006, 2011; Faulds and Hinz 2015). These 
are sites with inherent structural complexity, exemplified by a high local density of inter-
connected faults and fractures. Permeability is greater in these areas, and this is benefi-
cial for the development and maintenance of fluid upflow pathways along faults (Faulds 
et al. 2006, 2013; Coolbaugh et al. 2007; Lechler and Coolbaugh 2007; Jolie et al. 2015a, 
b; Siler et al. 2018).

Like upwelling, downwelling and recharge may be controlled by permeability in com-
plex structural interaction areas as well. However, modern recharge of meteoric fluids 
probably constitutes a relatively minor component of geothermal fluids in the Basin and 
Range. Oxygen isotope data suggest that many Basin and Range geothermal fluids are 
predominantly composed of older fluids, rather than modern meteoric fluids, which 
probably originated in the wetter Pleistocene (Flynn and Buchanan 1990; Smith et  al. 
2002). Additionally, as much as one-quarter of Basin and Range geothermal fluids may 
comprise deep, crustal-derived fluids, rather than meteoric fluids (Bergman et al. 2015 
and references therein). Though modern downwelling may take advantage of faulted 
permeability pathways in magmatic geothermal systems and structurally controlled geo-
thermal systems in other parts of the world (e.g., Stimac et al. 2015), it appears to not be 
an important aspect of Basin and Range geothermal systems, and so we do not evaluate 
downwelling and recharge in our characterization of the structural controls of geother-
mal circulation herein.

Structural interaction areas such as step-overs, fault intersections, accommodation 
zones, displacement transfer zones, and pull-aparts may span many to tens of square 
kilometers. Within these broad zones, the most productive fluid upwelling zones are 
highly localized, limited to narrow zones, tens to hundreds of meters wide, along a 
single fault or a small subset of faults. Fluid flow zones in geothermal production 
wells can be confined to even smaller scales, narrower than ~ 1 m along the well path 
in some cases (based on publicly available data, Nevada Division of Minerals). This 
compartmentalization of permeability is probably controlled by lateral structural and 
lithologic variation within groups of faults or along discrete faults (Caine et al. 1996, 
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2010; Caine and Forster 1999; Fairley et al. 2003; Fairley and Hinds 2004; Sanderson 
and Zhang 2004; Mitchell and Faulkner 2012; Meller and Kohl 2014). It is this struc-
tural compartmentalization that is critical to characterize in space to increase the 
precision and efficiency of geothermal exploration.

In addition to the localized nature of fluid flow zones, geothermal exploration 
and especially well targeting are complicated by the fact that detection of the ther-
mal, geochemical, or geophysical signature of geothermal fluid in the subsurface 
may reveal relatively shallow geothermal outflow, rather than the location of the all-
important zone(s) of geothermal upwelling from depth (Fig. 2). Upwelling fluids may 
follow a number of different paths in the shallow subsurface. Fluids may, for exam-
ple, flow directly to the surface and effuse adjacent to the controlling fault (Black-
well et  al. 1999; Faulds et  al. 2010b). Alternatively, upwelling fluids may be trapped 
beneath shallow impermeable layers and flow out at some distance to the control-
ling fault (Hinz et al. 2014) or have no surface expression at all (Faulds et al. 2010a; 
Nordquist and Delwiche 2013). In the shallow subsurface, upwelling fluids may also 
mix with shallow groundwater, masking the thermal and/or the geochemical signa-
ture of outflowing fluids. Upwelling fluids may also charge permeable stratigraphic 
horizons (Siler et  al. 2016a). In many of these cases, the surface outflow, surface or 
near-surface temperature anomaly, or the geochemical signature of geothermal fluids 
may be located several kilometers away from the fluid upwelling zone. If fluid sam-
ples are available, the geochemical signature of thermal fluids can provide important 
information about upflow versus outflow (e.g., Goff et al. 2002). Understanding sub-
surface structural geometries is critical as well. To characterize the geologic controls 
on fault-hosted geothermal activity at the fine-scale dictated by the geologic variabil-
ity, analyses must be detailed enough so that results at least approach the fine-scale 

Fig. 2 Conceptual cross section of fault-controlled geothermal upwelling in the western USA (modified from 
Richards and Blackwell 2002). Geothermal upwelling from depth occurs along steeply dipping faults, but the 
location(s) of surficial geothermal features (e.g., fumaroles, hot springs) or shallow temperature anomalies 
may not necessarily indicate the location of the fault(s) that host upwelling. (1) Fluids upwell directly to the 
surface and effuse along the trace of the fault and/or (2) intersect a shallow aquifer, masking the thermal/
geochemical signature, and flow out distal to the trace of the upwelling fault. (3) Upwelling fluids are capped 
by impermeable sedimentary layers in the subsurface, leaving no expression of geothermal fluids at the 
surface at all, (4) or upwelling fluids charge a permeable stratigraphic reservoir in the subsurface
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structural and geologic heterogeneity within fault systems. This is the key advance-
ment presented in this paper.

The geothermal systems referred to in this study are Bradys, Nevada; Astor Pass, 
Nevada; Tuscarora, Nevada; and Neal Hot Springs, Oregon (Fig. 1). These systems were 
selected for several reasons. Firstly, each has abundant surface and subsurface data, 
therefore allowing for detailed 3D geologic characterization. Secondly, together they 
represent several of the structural settings that have been shown to be important hosts 
of geothermal fluid flow. Bradys (Faulds et al. 2010b, 2017, Jolie et al. 2015a, b, 2016; Siler 
et al. 2016b) and Neal Hot Springs (Edwards and Faulds 2012; Edwards 2013; Warren 
2016) are hosted by step-overs in normal fault systems, similar to ~ 32% of the known 
geothermal systems in the Great Basin (Faulds et al. 2006, 2011; Faulds and Hinz 2015). 
Astor Pass lies at the intersection between two major fault zones (Siler et al. 2016a), a 
structural setting that hosts ~ 22% Great Basin systems (Faulds et al. 2006, 2011; Faulds 
and Hinz 2015). Tuscarora lies in an accommodation zone within a broad, regional step-
over (Dering 2013; Dering and Faulds 2013a; Faulds et al. 2013). Accommodation zones 
constitute ~ 8% of geothermal systems and 26% of systems developed for electricity gen-
eration in the Great Basin (Faulds et al. 2013). Tuscarora and Neal Hot also represent 
a range from relatively small to broad fault step-overs, respectively. Our results from 
these systems, therefore, constrain the 3D fault geometry at varying scales for the most 
common favorable structural settings for geothermal activity in the Basin and Range 
province. Results referred to from Bradys (Siler and Faulds 2013a; Jolie et al. 2015a, b, 
2016; Siler et al. 2016b; Witter et al. 2016) and Astor Pass (Siler et al. 2012, 2016a; Siler 
and Faulds 2013a) have been published previously, whereas new results from Tuscarora, 
Nevada, and Neal Hot Springs, Oregon, are presented in detail herein.

Methods: 3D geologic mapping
3D geologic mapping is facilitated by integration of a variety of data types. Generally, 
the most important and readily available are a detailed geologic map, 2D interpretive 
geologic cross sections, 2D seismic reflection data, potential field geophysical data and 
modeling, and downhole lithologic data interpreted from well cuttings and/or core 
(Fig.  3). In the following sections, we describe the generalized 3D geologic mapping 
methodology used in the analysis of geothermal systems, which is similar to that used by 
Jolie et al. (2012, 2015b), Moeck et al. (2009a, b), and Siler et al. (2016a). The following 
methodology can be applied in a number of 3D software packages. A review of 3D geo-
science software is beyond the scope of this paper, but the reader is directed to Houlding 
(2012), Jacobsen et al. (2011), and references therein for excellent reviews of 3D geologic 
modeling, including available software tools. The presentation of the methodology is fol-
lowed by 3D geologic mapping results from Tuscarora, Nevada, and Neal Hot Springs, 
Oregon (Fig. 1).

The geologic map

Geologic mapping delineates rock types, structure, hydrothermal alteration, and other 
surface geothermal manifestations (Hinz and Faulds 2011; Hinz et al. 2011; Faulds et al. 
2012, 2017; Dering and Faulds 2013b; Anderson et  al. 2014), ideally encompassing all 
significant lithologic units projected at depth within the area. Defining the structural 
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and stratigraphic framework local to a geothermal system with sufficient detail typically 
requires 1:24,000 scale or higher-resolution geologic mapping. This level of detail allows 
for delineation of faults and stratigraphy, geothermal deposits and alteration, and subtle 
structural features such as folds and complex fault interaction areas.

The 1:24,000 scale geologic map, cross sections and supporting data from the Tusca-
rora area (Dering 2013; Dering and Faulds 2013b) are available at https ://gdr.opene i.org/
submi ssion s/357. The 1:24,000 scale geologic map, cross sections, and supporting data 
from the Neal Hot Springs area (Edwards and Faulds 2012; Edwards 2013) are available 
at https ://gdr.opene i.org/submi ssion s/360.

Fig. 3 Conceptual sketch illustrating the 3D geologic mapping and 3D geothermal potential mapping work 
flow. Geologic and geophysical data are integrated (black arrows) into a detailed 3D geologic map (“Methods: 
3D geologic mapping”). Iteration of the interpretation between geologic and geophysical data, as well as 
between early versions of the 3D map and input data (blue arrows) is required to ensure that the 3D geologic 
map is consistent with all input data. The 3D geologic map is used to evaluate geothermal potential in 3D 
(“Methods: geothermal potential mapping”). 3D fault and stratigraphic surfaces are used to conduct fault 
stress analysis (“Fault stress state”), calculate the density of fault intersections and fault terminations (“Fault 
intersections and terminations”), and determine prospective stratigraphic intervals (“Host rock lithology”), 
gray arrows. These three maps are summed to produce the 3D geothermal potential map (“Evaluating 
geothermal potential in 3D”). To elucidate the specific highly prospective areas of the 3D geothermal 
potential map, geologic information from the 3D geologic map, and additional information about known 
areas of fluid flow from temperature or other data are integrated (red arrows) to build the 3D conceptual 
model of geothermal processes (“Results and discussion”)

https://gdr.openei.org/submissions/357
https://gdr.openei.org/submissions/357
https://gdr.openei.org/submissions/360
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Downhole data

Data from boreholes provide key constraints on structure and stratigraphy at depth (e.g., 
Fig. 4). Lithologic analysis from core is the best constraint on subsurface stratigraphy, 

Fig. 4 Construction of geologic cross sections, an example from Tuscarora. Lithology and fault 
interpretations from cuttings and core, along with the locations of partial and complete lost circulation zones 
(red diamonds) are plotted along well paths. Wells within 500 m of the cross-sectional plane are projected 
to the section, so all the wells shown are not exactly in the cross-sectional plane. A strip of the geologic map 
along the cross-sectional line (top) indicates the surface locations of mapped faults and geologic contacts. 
The cross section is constructed based on the map data and other available subsurface data, such as seismic 
reflection and potential field data (not shown)
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but detailed analyses of well cuttings (initial petrologic analysis using a binocular micro-
scope and subsequent petrographic analysis of thin sections made from cuttings) can 
also provide reliable downhole lithologic constraints. It is crucial to interpret these data 
alongside geologic map and other subsurface data, such as any available seismic reflec-
tion or potential field data to ensure internal consistency of the interpretation.

Stratigraphic packages invariably contain multiple lithologies and are generally dis-
tinguished based on the dominant rock type(s) or by relative age. Isotopic age dating 
and/or whole rock geochemistry can be crucial in distinguishing stratigraphic packages 
that may appear homogenous in outcrop or in cuttings/core (Edwards and Faulds 2012; 
Edwards 2013). In our experience, lithologic interpretations from mud logs or driller 
logs can have highly variable quality and reliability. However, penetration rate data, 
downhole geophysical logs, and other data that are typically included with mud logs and 
other drilling data can be useful indicators of major lithologic changes and therefore 
help distinguish stratigraphic units.

Areas where circulation was lost during drilling and drilling breaks, both of which are 
typically noted on mud logs, are reliable indicators of major fractures and faults that may 
serve as geothermal fluid flow zones. Some large losses of circulation result in intermit-
tent losses during the remainder of drilling. In this case, deep losses may actually be 
associated with loss zones at shallow levels. It is important, therefore, to interpret loss 
zone data along with geologic evidence for faulting, such as sections of shearing, clay 
gouge, or slickenlines identified in core or well cuttings, and the interpreted locations of 
faults from geophysical data. This ensures that the resultant structural model is consist-
ent with all available data.

At Tuscarora, well cuttings and core from 12 wells were analyzed to construct the sub-
surface lithologic framework. Dering (2013) provided a full discussion of these data. At 
Neal Hot Springs, well cuttings and core from 24 wells were analyzed to construct the 
subsurface lithologic framework. Lithologic analysis of mafic volcanic units at Neal was 
aided by bulk rock geochemical data. Edwards (2013) furnished a full discussion of these 
data.

Geophysical data

A variety of geophysical datasets have proven to be useful in structural analysis of geo-
thermal systems. 2D seismic reflection data can provide detailed information about 
fault structure (e.g., Louie et  al. 2011; Queen et  al. 2016). General basin shape, faults 
that control major topographic or structural relief, and the general dip/dip direction of 
strata, at the very least, are commonly interpretable. Discrete stratigraphic packages may 
be evident on seismic reflection profiles, especially at shallow levels above any volcanic 
material. Detailed stratigraphic information at deeper levels (especially, beneath thick 
volcanics), however, is not typically interpretable from reflection data. This is the result 
of complex velocity structure in highly faulted areas, high acoustic attenuation due to 
relatively thick volcanic sections, and/or low impedance contrasts within Cenozoic vol-
canic rocks or between the Cenozoic section and the pre-Cenozoic basement. Although 
steeply dipping faults may not be directly imaged, reflector discontinuity and lateral 
changes in reflection character can reliably indicate faults. Faults are easier to interpret 
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at shallower levels, but they may need to be projected, with their specific locations at 
depth informed by downhole data or geophysical modeling.

With the limits of seismic reflection data at deeper levels, gravity and magnetic data 
are critical in constraining fault geometries and the contact between pre-Cenozoic base-
ment and the Cenozoic section, especially in a blind geothermal area or in areas of gen-
erally poor bedrock exposure. Maximum horizontal gradients from gravity or magnetic 
data (e.g., Blakely 1996) can help to interpret fault structure, most notably faults with 
greater than hundreds of meters of offset (e.g., Blakely and Connard 1989), or where 
faulting juxtaposes stratigraphy with significant density or magnetic contrasts. 2D for-
ward modeling of gravity and magnetic data, with well-constrained magnetic and den-
sity properties of the lithologic units, can also help to constrain structure, stratigraphy, 
and aid in cross-section construction (e.g., Talwani 1959; Geldart et  al. 1966; Telford 
et al. 1990). Once a 3D geologic model is constructed, 2D or 3D inversion of potential 
field data (e.g., Witter et al. 2016) can be used to evaluate the misfit of the 3D geologic 
map relative to the potential field data.

Where available, magnetotelluric data and other tools that measure relative electri-
cal resistivity/conductivity can be incorporated into the geologic interpretation. High 
conductivity < 10 Ω-m) in 2D or 3D MT inversions can be caused by circulating fluids 
and intense smectite clay alteration, indicating the presence of the ‘clay cap,’ a diagnostic 
feature of some geothermal reservoirs (Uchida and Sasaki 2006; Cumming and Mackie 
2007; Newman et al. 2008; Peacock et al. 2012; Munoz 2014). High conductivities and 
abundant clays are also common in many basin sedimentary sequences and are not 
related to geothermal processes. As a result, care must be taken in interpretation of con-
ductivity data, since relatively high electrical conductivity does not necessarily always 
correlate with modern fluid circulation systems.

In regards to the present study, regional gravity data constrain the general shape and 
extent of the Independence Valley basin in which Tuscarora lies (Dering 2013). A com-
bination of seismic reflection data, detailed gravity gradient data, and 2D forward mod-
eling of gravity help to constrain the subsurface structure at Neal Hot Springs (Colwell 
2013; Edwards 2013).

2D geologic cross sections

2D geologic cross sections are a crucial component of interpreting geothermal field-
scale geologic structure. Construction of 2D geologic cross sections requires synthesis 
of all available data: seismic reflection and other geophysical data, downhole lithologic 
data, and geologic map data. 2D cross-sectional profiles are generally selected orthog-
onal to the structural grain, but along-strike profiles are also important to constrain 
along-strike structural variation. Enough profiles need to be constructed to characterize 
3D variations in geologic structure at a scale that is appropriate for the available data. 
Well paths, typically those within a few hundred meters of the cross-section profiles are 
projected to nearby profiles to aid cross-section construction (e.g., Fig. 4). Shorter pro-
jection distances are better, but the appropriate distance depends on the complexity of 
the geology and the density of the data.

Iterative revision of mapped fault traces and cross sections is required. Downhole lith-
ologic data and the interpreted locations of surface fault traces guide seismic reflection 
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interpretation, potential field modeling, and construction of cross sections (Fig. 4). Con-
versely, seismic reflection data and potential field modeling are used to clarify uncer-
tainties in the structural interpretation made from lithologic logs. Mapped surface fault 
traces and faults interpreted from the subsurface data are correlated, and faults evident 
in subsurface data but unexposed or obscured at the surface are added to the 2D map. 
Along-strike correlation between multiple across-strike cross sections is critical. Poten-
tial field anomalies and horizontal potential field gradients are interpreted to aid in 
along-strike fault correlations. Faults spanning multiple across-strike cross sections are 
noted, so that the along-strike variation in fault offset and fault dip are internally consist-
ent. We have found that importing cross sections into 3D space is an efficient method to 
correlate fault geometry and offset along strike. Subsequently, the 2D cross sections are 
modified and re-projected in 3D space for additional quality control.

Five geologic cross sections were drawn at Tuscarora incorporating 1:24,000 scale geo-
logic map data, downhole lithologic data, and regional gravity anomalies (Dering 2013). 
Three geologic cross sections at Neal Hot Springs were drawn incorporating 1:24,000 
scale geologic map data, downhole lithologic data, seismic reflection interpretation, 
gravity gradients, and gravity modeling (Edwards 2013).

Fig. 5 3D fault mapping. This example shows the process of interpreting and digitizing one fault from Astor 
Pass (Siler et al. 2016a). Seismic reflection interpretation (orange cubes), the occurrence of fault gouge/
slickenlines in cuttings, losses of circulation during drilling (green and red discs on the well paths), and 
geologic map data (purple cubes at the surface) are ‘hard’ data that control the geometry of the 3D fault 
surface (gray, transparent). ‘Soft’ data (blue cube) constrains the fault geometry distal to the hard data, such 
that strike and dip remain consistent with the hard data along the entire length of the fault
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3D geologic mapping

Once the geologic and geophysical interpretations are completed, the 2D geologic map, 
2D geologic cross sections, and other appropriate data are imported into the 3D soft-
ware framework (Fig. 5). Many commercial software packages can be utilized, and the 
methods described herein are not unique to any particular software. The methodology 
detailed below is similar to, and builds upon, other recent contributions (Moeck et al. 
2009a, b, 2010; Jolie et al. 2012, 2015b; Siler et al. 2016a). In building a 3D geologic map, 
it is useful to have one or more working conceptual models. This helps to avoid a num-
ber of cognitive biases that can affect geologic interpretation (Krueger and Funder 2004; 
Bond 2015). Working conceptual models can be tested and updated (or dismissed) as the 
3D interpretation is refined (Bond 2015).

Building the fault map

Development of a 3D fault map begins with digitization of fault traces from the 2D geo-
logic map, digitizing fault profiles from 2D cross sections, and digitizing fault interpre-
tations from subsurface well data (or importing these from a geographic information 
system).

It is important to note that 3D geologic surfaces that are calculated in geoscience soft-
ware can take on unrealistic geometries where data are sparse or absent. To constrain 
a surface in an area distal to the data, it may be necessary to use additional control. We 
distinguish between ‘hard’ data (data from the geologic map, 2D cross sections, and 
downhole data) and ‘soft’ data (points that are added to constrain the calculated sur-
faces where hard data are not sufficient to calculate geologically realistic geometries). 
Though geologic maps, geophysical interpretations, cross sections, and downhole litho-
logic information are all interpretive to some degree (e.g., Bond et al. 2007; Bond 2015), 
for our purposes they constitute the baseline geologic information and are treated as 
‘hard’ data.

‘Soft’ data are added to continue structural geometries that are defined by the con-
ceptual model(s) and ‘hard’ data, such that basic geologic principles (which are part of 
the conceptual model) are not violated (e.g., Fig. 5). If, for example, cross-section data 
indicate that a fault has a listric geometry at depth (a working conceptual model of the 
structural geometry), ‘soft’ data are needed to retain the progressive change in dip with 
depth so that it is consistent along the full strike length of a fault. As building of the 3D 
fault map progresses and cross sections, the geologic map, etc. are iteratively adjusted, 
the conceptual model may need to be adjusted, and ‘soft’ data are adjusted accordingly.

Building the 3D stratigraphic map

Development of a 3D stratigraphic map begins with digitization of stratigraphic con-
tacts (or importing these from a geographic information system), as defined on 2D cross 
sections, downhole data, lithologic logs, and the geologic map. Stratigraphic contacts 
on the geologic map are treated as ‘hard’ data and control formulation of a conceptual 
model of the stratigraphy. A key aspect of 3D mapping in geothermal fields is our ability 
to incorporate complex geologic variation into the 3D map. For example, volcano-strati-
graphic units, which are present in the Basin and Range and in many geothermal fields 
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worldwide, can have significant lateral thickness variations. Ash-flow tuffs typically have 
large areal extent but are subject to local thickness changes, pinch outs, and channeliza-
tion controlled by paleotopography (e.g., Henry and Faulds 2010). This can also be the 
case with mafic lava flows. Dacite and rhyolite flows, on the other hand, typically have 
limited areal extent as a result of their high eruptive viscosity. Any evident discontinuity 
in the thicknesses or extent of these more felsic lava flows may be associated with their 
relatively small areal coverage or truncation due to faulting, rather than channelization. 
Sedimentary deposits are also likely to be channelized or confined to local basins. Soft 
data may be needed to retain the strike and dip of stratigraphic units, the thickness of 
stratigraphic units, and the stratigraphic offset across faults (e.g., Fig. 6) and to continue 
trends in the change in strike, dip, thickness, or fault offset indicated by the input data 
and conceptual models of the stratigraphic unit geometries as explained above.

Assessing uncertainty in 3D geologic maps

There is an inherent problem of incomplete knowledge of the subsurface in any 3D geo-
logic interpretation. Each input dataset has its own objective (i.e., quantifiable) uncer-
tainties related to data acquisition and processing. These uncertainties are probably 
small relative to the uncertainty in the interpretational space, which corresponds to the 
area that lies between points of ‘hard’ input data where extrapolation is required (e.g., 
Bond et al. 2007). As a result, 3D geologic maps, which display discrete planes (faults, 

Fig. 6 3D lithologic mapping example from Tuscarora. Data from geologic cross sections (purple cubes) 
and downhole lithologic interpretation (yellow discs) are ‘hard’ data providing the primary controls on the 
geometry of the stratigraphic surfaces. ‘Soft’ data (green cubes) constrain the stratigraphic surfaces distal to 
hard data, such that stratigraphic thickness and the amount of stratigraphic offset across faults are retained. 
Red wells are production wells; blue wells are injection wells
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stratigraphic contacts) and volumes in the subsurface, may appear to be more certain 
than they are in actuality. In cases in which there are subsequent analyses based on the 
3D map data, as we present below, it is critical to document (at least in a relative sense) 
where the displayed geologic relationships are well constrained by data and where they 
are not. Bond (2015) emphasized the importance of visualizing geologic uncertainty. 
Along these lines we calculate the 3D density of data used in construction of the Tusca-
rora and Neal Hot Spring 3D maps. The distance from well data, surficially derived geo-
physical and 2D map data, and 2D geologic cross sections is calculated throughout each 
3D map. The summed distance to data (Figs. 7b, 8b) indicates which areas of the 3D map 
are well constrained by data and in which areas the geologic relationships have relatively 
higher uncertainty. 

3D geologic mapping results

Tuscarora

The Tuscarora geothermal system lies at the northern end of Independence Valley, an 
east-tilted half graben in the northern Basin and Range province, north–northeast of 
Elko, Nevada (Fig.  1). Neogene basin-fill sediments and underlying Tertiary volcanic 
and Paleozoic sedimentary bedrock dip toward a system of large, west-dipping nor-
mal faults that bound the east side of the basin and extend ~ 120 km along strike. These 

Fig. 7 a 3D geologic map, selected cross sections (Dering 2013) and well data from the Tuscarora 
geothermal field. View direction is to the north. Fluid upwelling is interpreted to be controlled by intersecting 
oppositely dipping faults in the axial part of an anticlinal accommodation zone. Geothermal production 
wells (red) and injection wells (dark blue are the proximal, light blue are the distal injection wells) are shown 
for reference. The black wells are other deep wells with lithologic data. Black arrow marks the anticlinal 
accommodation zone where fluid upwelling is focused. Cross section shown is through the geothermal 
field, sliced along azimuth 105. b 3D model of logarithm of distance to data at Tuscarora, sliced at the same 
latitude as a. There are dense data (several wells and a cross section) in the heart of the geothermal field 
suggesting that the 3D geologic relationships in the near surface (where the surficial geology is mapped in 
detail) in this area are well constrained relative to areas of more sparse data
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west-dipping normal faults have accommodated several kilometers of displacement 
and are the primary control on the basin geometry. A secondary system of east-dipping 
normal faults in the central to western parts of Independence Valley overlaps the west-
dipping fault system to form a several-kilometer-wide anticlinal accommodation zone 
(Dering 2013; Dering and Faulds 2013a, b; Fig. 7a). Field measurements define the dips 
of both fault systems, but in locations of sparse exposure, dip values have been used that 
adhere to the principles of rock mechanics and that are compatible with the geometry 
of the observed tilted fault blocks. The geothermal system lies in the axial part of the 
accommodation zone.

Within the accommodation zone, a series of boiling springs and fossil sinter terraces 
lie along the trace of a northerly striking, west-dipping normal fault. Evidence of geo-
thermal outflow extends 2 km along the fault trace, but active springs are concentrated 
at the northern termination of the fault. The geothermal upwelling appears to be focused 
within a dense network of small, overlapping normal faults, restricted to a corridor less 
than 500 m wide along the axial part of the anticline, where the dominant polarity of 
the faults shifts from east to west dipping (Fig. 7a). A single north–northeast-striking, 
west-dipping normal fault within this narrow zone supplies the production wells associ-
ated with a 24 MWe capacity power plant constructed in 2012 (Dering 2013; Dering and 
Faulds 2013b). The geothermal fluids are extracted from limestones and claystones that 

Fig. 8 a 3D geologic map of the Neal Hot Springs geothermal field. View direction is to the north. 
Quaternary opaline silica sinter is show in green. Fluid upwelling (red wells are production wells) is 
interpreted to be controlled by a left step-over (or relay ramp) between two west-dipping normal faults, the 
Neal fault to the east and the Sugarloaf Butte fault to the west (both in red), and the associated high-density 
faulting within the step-over (gray faults). b 3D model of logarithm of distance to input data (lithologic data 
along wells, surficial geophysical and 2D geologic map data, and 2D geologic cross sections and seismic 
reflection profiles) to the Neal model. Cross section shown, sliced east–west though the geothermal field is 
the same as a. High data density in the Neal step-over suggests that the 3D geologic relationships in this area 
are well constrained relative to areas of sparse data
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dominate the Paleozoic basement stratigraphy of the region. The relatively high density 
of data from wells in the narrow axial part of the accommodation zone suggests rela-
tively high confidence in the 3D geologic relationships in this area relative to the periph-
ery of the 3D map where subsurface data are sparser (Fig. 7b).

Neal Hot Springs

The Neal Hot Springs geothermal system lies ~ 25 km west of Vale, Oregon, between 
the Miocene Oregon–Idaho graben to the west and the Miocene to present western 
Snake River Plain to the east (Fig.  1). Geothermal fluids effuse from opaline sinter 
mounds along the Neal fault. The geothermal system at Neal supports a 22 MWe 
capacity power station, which has been in operation since 2012, with four wells pro-
ducing ~ 141  °C geothermal fluids at 715  kg/s (Warren 2016). Geologic mapping at 
1:24,000 scale, interpretation of four seismic reflection profiles, 2D gravity data mod-
eling, and interpretation of lithologic data from core and cuttings from 24 wells were 
carried out to analyze the structural controls on geothermal upwelling at Neal Hot 
Springs (Edwards and Faulds 2012; Colwell 2013; Edwards 2013).

The Neal area is characterized by Miocene–Pliocene volcanic and sedimentary 
rocks cut by a system of primarily west-dipping normal faults. The Tertiary section 
nonconformably overlies Mesozoic granitic and metamorphic basement (Edwards 
and Faulds 2012; Edwards 2013). The structural and lithologic characteristics of the 
Mesozoic section are not well constrained. Thus, only the Miocene and younger sec-
tion was included in the 3D map (Fig. 8). Detailed geologic mapping shows that gently 
east-dipping fault blocks consist of interlayered middle Miocene basaltic lava flows 
of the Columbia River Group overlain by middle–late Miocene basaltic and rhyolitic 
lava flows, lacustrine and fluvial sedimentary rocks, and ash-flow and ash-fall tuffs. 
The Miocene strata are overlain by Quaternary alluvial deposits. The section is cut by 
both west- and east-dipping, north- to northwest-striking normal faults.

A hard-linked, complexly faulted left step-over (or relay ramp) between two over-
lapping west-dipping normal fault zones, the Neal fault to the east and the Sugar-
loaf Butte fault to the west (Fig. 8), controls fluid upwelling to the surface (Edwards 
and Faulds 2012; Edwards 2013). The four production wells produce geothermal fluid 
from the Neal fault in fractured basaltic lavas at depths between 700 and 1100  m 
along ~ 1  km strike near the southeastern corner of the step-over. This production 
zone is partially capped by a rhyolitic tuff, which is altered to varying degrees and 
prevents most of the geothermal fluids from making it to the surface. The relatively 
high density of data from wells and 2D reflection profiles within the step-over and 
especially local to the Neal fault suggests relatively high confidence in the 3D geologic 
relationship in this area relative to the periphery of the 3D map where subsurface data 
are sparser (Fig. 7b).

Methods: geothermal potential mapping
3D geologic maps (Figs.  7, 8) can be used for a number of different applications (e.g., 
Jachens et  al. 2001; Phelps et  al. 2008; Moeck et  al. 2009a). Here, we use the 3D geo-
logic map data to delineate the geothermal potential in 3D. Fault segments that are criti-
cally stressed and structural discontinuities (e.g., fault intersections or terminations) are 
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typically associated with relatively high density fracture networks and have been shown 
to be important fluid flow conduits (Sibson 1996; Zoback and Townend 2001). The com-
petency of lithologies that host fault zones is also an important control on the devel-
opment of fracture permeability (Norton and Knapp 1977; Brace 1980; Sibson 1996). 
These geologic proxies are used to evaluate the potential for fault-controlled permeabil-
ity throughout the 3D geologic map (Fig.  3). The spatial correspondence between the 
fracture permeability potential, evidence for elevated temperatures, and any evidence for 
geothermal fluids are used to evaluate the potential for geothermal upwelling through-
out the 3D map area (Siler and Faulds 2013b).

We use a cellular-based approach, whereby each cell has an associated rock type, is 
classified by whether or not it is associated with a fault, and has calculated values for 
fault stress state and fault intersection and termination density. The cell size used is 
selected such that the appropriate spatial resolution can be achieved (here, we investi-
gate the geologic variation at the tens of meters scale). The overall number of cells, how-
ever, is limited by computing power. The Neal Hot Springs and Tuscarora 3D geothermal 
potential maps have 15 m cell sizes.

Geothermal permeability proxies

Fault zones

A fault damage zone, representing the effective width of fracturing and permeability 
enhancement associated with faulting, is generated for each fault plane in the 3D geo-
logic map. In a complexly faulted area like many structurally controlled geothermal 
fields, fault zone width and geologic character are expected to be non-uniform, depend-
ing on fault length, displacement, rock type, and other characteristics (Cowie and Scholz 
1992; Scholz et al. 1993; Anders and Wiltschko 1994). Fault zone widths can be defined 
based on the observed fault zone widths in the field or in well logs, if these data are 
available. Alternatively, published scaling relationships provide rough estimates of the 
effective width of permeability in fault zones. These relationships suggest that, for exam-
ple, the damage zone width of a 10 km-long fault zone with 100 m of displacement can 
range from 10 to 1000 m (Scholz et al. 1993; Anders and Wiltschko 1994). Ultimately, we 
typically construct fault zones that are ~ 10s of meters wide. This is consistent with both 
the scaling relationships noted above for faults with kilometer-scale length and with the 
thickness of flowing intervals reported in geothermal wells in the western USA, which 
are in the order of a few tens of meters wide or smaller (based on review of publicly 
available well data from the Nevada Division of Minerals).

Because our methodology is focused on structurally controlled geothermal systems, 
we assume that all fault zones in the 3D geologic map have the potential to act as fluid 
upwelling zones and that all areas outside of fault zones have no potential to act as fluid 
upwelling zones. Both of these assumptions are inherently flawed. Many geologic forma-
tions can have abundant matrix or fracture permeability and may serve as stratigraphic 
reservoirs. Additionally, fluid upwelling in geothermal fields is generally spatially dis-
crete (e.g., Caine et al. 1996, 2010; Caine and Forster 1999; Fairley et al. 2003; Fairley and 
Hinds 2004; Mitchell and Faulkner 2012; Meller and Kohl 2014), which means that most 
segments along faults are impermeable to upflow. This may be a function of the gen-
eration of clay gouge during faulting or hydrothermal mineralization, both of which can 
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seal faults. However, in the structurally controlled geothermal systems evaluated here, 
the most prominent geothermal upwellings occur along fault zones (e.g., Richards and 
Blackwell 2002). By assuming that only faults conduct fluid upwelling and that the whole 
fault system has the potential to host upflow, we can evaluate which geologic factors 
are most highly coincident with known upwelling zones. The calculated potential for 
upwelling within each fault segment can be enhanced relative to other fault segments by 
any or all of the three following proxies for permeability: (1) the stress state of the fault, 
(2) location of that fault relative to structural discontinuities, and (3) host rock lithology.

Fault stress state

The degree to which a fault zone is stressed is an indicator of the potential of that fault to 
act as a conduit for fluid flow. Faults subject to conditions close to failure are described 
as critically stressed and are conducive to fluid flow. (Sibson 1994, 1996; Barton et  al. 
1995; Morris et al. 1996; Ito and Zoback 2000; Townend and Zoback 2000; Zoback and 
Townend 2001; Micklethwaite et  al. 2015). The stress state of faults can be described 
in terms of slip tendency (Morris et al. 1996) and dilation tendency (Ferrill et al. 1999). 
These are quantitative indicators of the resolved shear and normal stresses on faults and 
therefore allow evaluation of the relative variation in stress state along a single fault and 
between individual faults. An important caveat is that slip and dilation tendencies do not 
incorporate frictional fault strength and therefore do not indicate the complete stress 
state of a fault. In the tectonically active western USA, we assume that most Neogene 
faults will be relatively near a critically stressed state, such that slip and dilation tenden-
cies serve as appropriate proxies for the stress state as it pertains to the fluid flow poten-
tial of a fault.

Analyses of drilling-induced fractures and extended leak-off tests/mini frack tests in 
boreholes (Peška and Zoback 1995; Zoback et al. 2003) provide the most reliable infor-
mation about the magnitudes and orientation of the modern stress field. However, stress 
variation within geothermal fields and with depth within individual boreholes are well 
documented (Hickman et  al. 1998; Blake and Davatzes 2011), so comparison of stress 
results from well data to stress orientations calculated based on local earthquake focal 
mechanisms or other local stress data ensures that the applied stress field is appropriate. 
Stress orientations and magnitudes calculated through inversion of fault kinematic data 
can also be useful (Hinz et al. 2014; Jolie et al. 2015b). These measurements should be 
interpreted within a local and regional context and compared with other local stress data 
to ensure that they are representative of the modern stress conditions, rather than an 
average of the stress conditions that have driven multiple generations of faulting.

Slip and dilation tendencies are calculated for each 3D fault plane based on the ambi-
ent stress conditions in the geothermal field. Each fault zone is populated with the slip 
and dilation tendency values from the appropriate fault plane, resulting in 3D maps both 
for slip tendency and dilation tendency (Figs. 9, 10). A consequence of 3D fault map-
ping is that fault surfaces are typically progressively smoother with increasing depth as a 
result of increasing in distance from the surficial input data. Slip and dilation tendency 
values therefore will be more variable near the surface than at depth. This increased 
smoothing with distance from the surface must be accounted for in the final interpreta-
tion of geothermal processes. 
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At Tuscarora, inversion of fault kinematic data suggests that the minimum hori-
zontal compressive stress (Shmin) is oriented 085° in a normal faulting stress regime 
(Sv > Shmax > Shmin; the magnitude of the vertical stress is larger than the magnitude of the 
maximum horizontal stress, which is larger than the magnitude of minimum horizontal 
stress), though this likely represents an average of the stress conditions since the mid-
dle Miocene (Dering 2013). We applied a representative Basin and Range stress field, 
with Shmin/Sv = 0.62, as calculated at Astor Pass and Dixie Valley, Nevada (Hickman et al. 
1998; Siler et al. 2016a), and Shmax = (Shmin + Sv)/2, as suggested at Desert Peak, Nevada 
(Hickman and Davatzes 2010). All stress magnitudes are assumed to increase linearly 
with depth. Under these stress conditions steeply dipping north-striking faults have the 
highest dilation tendency, whereas slip tendency is maximized along moderately dipping 
north-striking faults (Fig. 9).

Inversion of fault kinematic data suggests that the Neal Hot Springs area is charac-
terized by a minimum horizontal compressive stress (Shmin) oriented 063° and a normal 
faulting stress regime (Sv > Shmax > Shmin). As above, a representative stress field was used, 
with Shmin/Sv = 0.62 and Shmax = (Shmin + Sv)/2. All stress magnitudes increase linearly 

Fig. 9 Dilation (a) and slip (b) tendencies calculated for the 3D mapped fault system at Tuscarora. Warm 
colors represent a high potential for that part of a fault zone to be critically stressed and are therefore more 
likely to conduct fluids relative to other fault segments. Cool colors indicate that the resolved stresses on 
the fault surface are relatively low, and therefore the fault is not critically stressed and has less potential to 
conduct fluids. The modeled horizontal stress field, based on inversion of fault kinematic data (Dering 2013), 
is shown, the maximum stress is vertical
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with depth. Under these stress conditions north–northwest-striking and moderately 
dipping faults have the highest slip tendency, whereas north–northwest-striking, steeply 
dipping faults have the highest dilation tendency (Fig. 10).

Fault intersections and terminations

Tectonic stresses are concentrated at discontinuities along faults (Pollard and Aydin 
1988; Scholz et al. 1993). This results in a relatively high density of secondary faults and 
fractures, as well as high fracture permeability. These areas are known to host fluid flow 
(Curewitz and Karson 1997, 1998; Micklethwaite and Cox 2004; Faulds et al. 2006, 2011, 
2013; Sheldon and Micklethwaite 2007; Faulds and Hinz 2015; Siler et  al. 2018). Fault 
intersections and fault terminations are two types of discontinuities that are associated 
with dense faulting, fracturing, and with many geothermal occurrences in the western 
US and around the world (Faulds et al. 2006, 2011; Faulds and Hinz 2015).

Within the 3D geologic map, fault intersections and fault terminations are spa-
tially registered, and the density of intersections and terminations per unit area can 

Fig. 10 Dilation (a) and slip (b) tendencies calculated for the 3D mapped fault system at Neal Hot Springs. 
Warm colors represent a high potential for that part of a fault zone to be critically stressed and are therefore 
more likely to conduct fluids relative to other fault segments. Cool colors indicate that the resolved stresses 
on the fault surface are relatively low, and therefore the fault is not critically stressed and has less potential to 
conduct fluids. The modeled horizontal stress field, based on inversion of fault kinematic data, is shown; the 
maximum stress is vertical
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be calculated in 3D space, following the method of Alberti (2011). A ‘breakdown 
region,’ the area proximal to a fault termination where fracture density is highest, 
is proportional to  10−2 times the half-length of the fault (Pollard and Aydin 1988; 
Scholz et al. 1993). In this way, the volume of fault intersection/termination regions 
scales with the length of the surface trace of the faults in the 3D map. Single fault 
intersections or terminations are represented by columns with high intersection/ter-
mination density in the center of the column and intersection/termination density 
decreasing linearly to zero at the edge. Areas of fault intersections and terminations 
with higher density are represented by larger, irregular volumes with fault intersec-
tion/termination density values decreasing linearly to zero at the edges (Fig. 11).

At Tuscarora, there are two dense areas of fault intersections between oppositely 
dipping faults and fault terminations in the axial part of the anticlinal accommo-
dation zone. The deeper zone lies at ~ 3000 m depth and the shallower at ~ 1200 m 

Fig. 11 Calculated density of fault intersections and fault tips in a the Tuscarora area, and b the Neal Hot 
Springs area. Warm colors represent a high spatial density of fault intersections and fault terminations. In 
these locations there is a relatively higher likelihood for dense, interconnected fracture networks, as well as a 
relatively high potential for geothermal fluid flow. The isolated columns indicate the intersection of two faults 
or one fault termination. Larger volumes correspond to progressively higher fault intersection/termination 
densities. a At Tuscarora within the accommodation zone there are two sub-horizontal areas of relatively high 
intersection density at ~ 1200 m elevation (~ 3000 m depth) and at ~ 600 m elevation (~ 1200 m depth). b At 
Neal Hot Springs, the highest intersection density occurs within the step-over between The Neal fault (right) 
and Sugarloaf Butte fault (left)
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depth (Fig. 11a). At Neal Hot Springs the densest area of fault intersections occupies 
the southeastern margin of the step-over due to a dense network of fault intersec-
tions between the Neal fault and Sugarloaf Butte fault in the step-over (Fig. 11b).

Host rock lithology

Relatively weak lithologic units (e.g., shales or unconsolidated sediments) do not support 
dense, interconnected, fault and fracture networks to the same degree as more compe-
tent units (Norton and Knapp 1977; Brace 1980; Sibson 1996). Where cut by fault zones, 
weak lithologies are less likely to host interconnected fault and fracture networks. In 
highly fractured or fragmental volcanic rocks, such as glassy tuffs and volcaniclastics, 
alteration of glass and feldspars to clays occurs prominently at geothermal temperatures. 
These lithologies may be weaker when faulted relative to devitrified tuffs, igneous rocks, 
and lava flows.

A variety of other datasets can be used as a proxy for the favorability of each strati-
graphic unit to host fracture permeability and fluid flow. Pressure–temperature-spinner 
logs, for example, may reveal discrete flowing intervals in wells correlated to specific 
faults or lithologic intervals in the 3D geologic map. This type of information may also 
be available on mud logs or well completion reports. Well construction reports (detailing 
depth of the casing ‘shoe,’ above which the well has been cemented with steel casing and 
therefore sealed off from the formation) can also provide information relevant to which 
lithologic intervals tend to host permeability intervals. In a productive geothermal field, 
intervals along production or injection wells that are cased with slotted liners, otherwise 
open to fluid flow, and/or correspond with fault zones can be interpreted within litholo-
gies favorable for hosting permeability and fluid flow. If flowing intervals are not faulted, 
geothermal fluids may reside with primary stratigraphic permeability that is charged 
with upwelling fluids from nearby faults (Siler et al. 2016a).

At Tuscarora, geothermal production and mud log data suggest that flowing zones and 
open fractures occur primarily within the Paleozoic metasedimentary section (Chab-
ora et al. 2015), so we conclude that fault zones cutting this section have a higher like-
lihood of conducting geothermal upwelling than faults cutting the overlying Cenozoic 
volcanic and sedimentary sections. At Neal Hot Springs, geothermal production exclu-
sively occurs from the middle Miocene mafic lava flows of the Columbia River Group 
(Edwards and Faulds 2012; Edwards 2013; Warren 2016). We infer, therefore, that the 
Columbia River Group section has a higher potential to host fluid upwelling relative to 
the overlying volcanic and sedimentary sections.

Temperature and fluids

Temperature data are both direct indicators of anomalous heat and proxies for circu-
lating fluids. Temperature anomalies in geothermally active regions are typically inter-
preted to be caused by heat transport via local convection (e.g., by circulating fluids), 
which is a more efficient means of heat transport than conduction. Alternatively, vari-
ation in thermal conductivity can generate conductive temperature anomalies. Down-
hole-equilibrated temperature measurements are the most reliable temperature data. 
Examination of the profile shape of equilibrated temperature logs (e.g., Ingebritsen 
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and Manning 2010) is the most reliable indicator of convection versus conduction. The 
reader is directed to (Stimac et al. 2015), which detailed the interpretation of downhole 
temperature profiles. Shallow wells may also identify an upwelling zone, but they com-
monly describe an outflow plume as opposed to a deep-seated upwelling (e.g., Fig. 2). 
Fluid chemistry and aqueous geothermometers, either traditional (Fournier and Trues-
dell 1973; Fournier and Potter 1979; Giggenbach 1988) or multicomponent (Peiffer et al. 
2014; Spycher et al. 2014; Palmer et al. 2015), as calculated from surficial or well fluids, 
can be useful indicators of reservoir temperatures and help to constrain the location(s) 
of upwelling zones versus outflow. Reservoir temperature estimates based on geother-
mometry, however, can have a variety of noteworthy uncertainties (see Ferguson et al. 
2009 for a review of the uncertainties associated with aqueous geothermometry) that 
need to be considered in any interpretation.

The location and extent of surficial springs, fumaroles, tufa, travertine, sinter, silicified 
or calcified sediments, hydrothermal alteration, and diffuse degassing may also indicate 
high-temperature upwelling zones. Opaline sinter is clear evidence of Holocene sinter 
deposition (i.e., a very young system). Other geothermal deposits may represent young 
outflow, but they can be associated with older geothermal activity as well, so relative 
or absolute age determination is critical. As is the case, with shallow temperature data, 
surficial geothermal features and deposits may be associated with distal outflow of geo-
thermal fluids rather than a deeply rooted local upwelling (e.g., Fig. 2) and should there-
fore be incorporated into interpretations with this in mind.

Evaluating geothermal potential in 3D

Once a 3D geologic map is constructed, it can be evaluated for localized geother-
mal potential using the above characteristics that are linked to permeability and fluid 
flow. The values in 3D space of each proxy are normalized on a zero-to-one scale, with 
zero the lowest geothermal potential and one the highest. The normalized proxies are 
summed to semi-quantitatively evaluate the locations where positive indications for 
geothermal circulation are most highly collocated with one another (Fig. 3). We do this, 
as opposed to quantitatively scaling the different proxies relative to one another (e.g., 
Ito et  al. 2017; Lautze et  al. 2017; Siler et  al. 2017), because we cannot quantitatively 
constrain with site-specific data at either Tuscarora or Neal Hot Spring how, for exam-
ple, upwelling potential or geothermal production potential associated with critically 
stressed faults quantitatively relates to upwelling potential associated with fault termina-
tions or fault intersections.

Slip and dilation tendencies and fault intersection/tip density are normalized such that 
the most poorly oriented fault segment and the lowest density of fault intersections/ter-
minations have geothermal potential value of zero. The most ideally oriented fault seg-
ment and the area of highest fault intersection/termination density have a geothermal 
potential value of one. For lithology, a binary rating is typically used. Favorable lithologic 
intervals, as indicated by lithologic, pressure–temperature-spinner, geothermal produc-
tion, or well construction data (i.e., where the well is cased off or left open to flow from 
the formation) have a geothermal potential value of one, and other units in the strati-
graphic section are assigned a geothermal potential value of zero.
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The normalized slip tendency map, dilation tendency map, and intersection density 
maps are summed to produce a 3D map of the proxies related to structural permeability. 
Where summed with the lithologic favorability map, the resultant 3D map displays the 
relative variation in the potential for fracture permeability throughout the fault system 
based on the distribution of the proxies examined. These 3D geothermal potential maps 
have relatively high values where the geologic characteristics are conducive to geother-
mal fluid flow and low values where structural and lithologic conditions are not likely to 

Fig. 12 3D geothermal potential map of the Tuscarora geothermal system. Warm colors, which are 
associated with the collocation of favorably oriented fault segments, high fault intersection/fault termination, 
and the Paleozoic basement section, indicate high geothermal potential. The dashed outlined areas of high 
geothermal potential are interpreted as the most likely locations for geothermal fluid upwelling. Geothermal 
production wells (red) and injection wells (dark blue are the proximal, light blue are the distal injection wells) 
are shown

Fig. 13 Conceptual model of fluid upwelling at Tuscarora. Red wells are production wells; dark blue wells 
are the proximal injection wells; light blue wells are the distal injection wells. Deep upwelling (larger red 
arrows) occurs from high fault intersection/fault termination density in the axial part of the anticlinal 
accommodation zone at ~ 3–5 km depth. Fluids upwell along fault intersections, and well-oriented (with 
respect to the regional stress field), NNE-striking/moderately to steeply dipping fault segments. Another area 
of relatively high fault intersection/fault termination density occupies the axial part of the accommodation 
zone at ~ 1200–1300 m depth. The production wells (red) produce fluid from this area. Upwelling continues 
through the Cenozoic volcanic section, though upwelling through this section is likely diffuse (small 
red arrows). Fluids outflow at the active hot springs and Quaternary opaline sinter (green). Dark blue 
injection wells are in communication with the production wells; distal light blue injection wells are not in 
communication with production wells, as evidenced by tracer tests (Chabora et al. 2015)
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conduct upflow (e.g., Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15). We compare these results to any existing tem-
perature data, surface geothermal expression, and fluid flow data to define areas where 
the geologic characteristics are conducive to permeability generation and temperatures 
suggest fluid circulation.

Results and discussion
Tuscarora, Nevada

The 3D geologic analysis of Tuscarora indicates that geothermal upwelling is likely 
sourced from intersecting faults with opposing polarity in the axial part of an accommo-
dation zone (Dering 2013). 3D geothermal potential analysis builds upon these results 

Fig. 14 3D geothermal potential map of Neal Hot Springs. Warm colors represent high potential are are 
associated with favorably oriented fault segments, high fault intersection/fault termination density, and the 
Columbia River Group volcanic section. The white-dashed outlined area of high geothermal potential is 
interpreted as the most likely location for geothermal fluid upwelling associated with geothermal production 
at Neal

Fig. 15 Conceptual model of fluid upwelling at Neal Hot Springs. Fluids upwell (orange arrows) along 
favorably oriented (in the current stress field), NNW-striking, moderately to steeply dipping fault segments 
of the Neal fault and/or fault intersections at the southeastern end of the step-over, as evidenced by 
the location of the production wells in this area. The opaline sinter terrace (green) marks the surface 
manifestation of the upwelling geothermal fluids
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and provides additional constraints on the character and location of fluid upwelling. 
The densest zone of intersecting faults lies in the axial part of the accommodation zone 
at ~ 3000 m depth, several hundred meters deeper than and to the northwest of the cur-
rent production zone (Fig. 11). The position of this zone of highest intersection density is 
subject to uncertainties in fault dip. Below and offset from the deepest wells, the precise 
location of this zone of highest intersection density is relatively uncertain, with respect 
to shallower structure in the central part of the geothermal field (e.g., Fig. 7b). The deep 
intersection zone is within the Paleozoic basement section, and the high slip and dila-
tion tendency indicates that the intersecting faults are near optimally oriented for failure 
within the modern stress field.

Fluids upwell from this area along discrete faults that are well oriented in the regional 
stress field to shallower levels (~ 1200–1300  m, still in the Paleozoic basement). Here, 
fault intersections between oppositely dipping fault segments form another north–
south elongate area of relatively high fault intersection density. These opposing faults 
have relative high slip and dilation tendency and are therefore appropriately oriented 
to be critically stressed. This corresponds to the bottom-hole location of the four main 
production wells at Tuscarora (Fig.  12). Fluids continue to upwell along well-oriented 
fault segments and fault intersections to the near surface, having built the Quaternary 
silica sinter deposits and supplying fluid flow to the modern hot springs (Fig. 13). The 
north–south elongate zone of relatively high intersection density extends northward 
for ~ 1.25  km from the southern injection well, through the tightly spaced production 
wells, to the proximal injection wells to the northeast and northwest, but it does not 
extend to the northernmost, distal injection wells ~ 1.5 km to the north (Fig. 12). Pub-
lished tracer test data suggest that fluids flow between the four production wells and 
the proximal injection wells (Chabora et al. 2015). These results are consistent with the 
along-strike dimensions of the ~ 1200–1300  m deep zone of high intersection density. 
The distal injection wells are apparently beyond the dense zone of well-oriented and 
intersecting faults in which the production wells and proximal injetion wells are located.

Neal Hot Springs, Oregon

The 3D geologic analysis of Neal Hot Springs indicates that geothermal upwelling is con-
trolled by a complexly faulted, hard-linked left step-over between two overlapping west-
dipping normal fault zones (Edwards and Faulds 2012; Edwards 2013). 3D geothermal 
potential analysis adds additional details to this interpretation. The complexly faulted 
relay ramp within the step-over is an area of relatively high fault intersection density, 
suggesting relatively high fracture permeability in this area. The highest intersection 
density occurs along the southern margin of the step-over. In this area many fault inter-
sections lie between the Neal and the Sugarloaf Butte faults. This includes intersections 
between north–northwest-striking normal faults, north–northeast-striking normal 
faults, and a west–northwest-striking fault within the step-over (Figs. 14, 15). This area 
of highest intersection density occurs as a series of steeply north-plunging columns lying 
between the two north-striking normal faults that bound the step-over, the Neal and the 
Sugarloaf Butte faults.
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Under the applied stress field, the north–northwest-striking Neal and Sugarloaf Butte 
faults on the eastern and western margins of the step-over, respectively, are generally 
well-oriented for slip and dilation. At the southern margin of the step-over, the Neal 
fault bends ~ 10° westward and thereby has relatively higher slip and dilation tendency 
to the north than to the south, indicating a higher potential for fracture permeability and 
fluid flow. Two northwest-striking faults, which have the highest slip and dilation ten-
dency of faults within the step-over, intersect with the Neal fault in this area as well. This 
collocation of the high intersection density within the step-over, as well as the intersec-
tion between optimally oriented smaller faults and an optimally oriented section of the 
Neal fault, results in the highest geothermal favorability within the Neal Hot Springs 3D 
geothermal potential map. As a result of the highest density of well data and 2D seismic 
reflection data through this area, the geologic geometries here are relatively well con-
strained (Fig. 8b). The four production wells intersect the Neal fault within the middle 
Miocene mafic Columbia River Group volcanic section in this area, and the Quaternary 
silica sinter lies directly up-dip along the Neal fault from this high potential zone, sug-
gesting that this area transmits geothermal fluids to the production wells, surficial hot 
springs, and sinter terrace (Fig. 15).

Conclusions
Geothermal energy will be an important component of future energy production in the 
USA and worldwide. Continued growth of geothermal development depends on the 
efficient development of known geothermal systems and discovery and development 
of new, blind, and otherwise unknown geothermal resources. In the western USA and 
around the world, discovery, assessment, and development of these resources depend on 
integrating temperature data with accurately characterized complex 3D structural and 
stratigraphic geometries. 3D geologic maps and 3D geothermal potential maps can aid 
these efforts. Data supported and testable 3D conceptual models based on the types of 
analyses presented herein can be developed, tested, and adapted throughout the explo-
ration and development of geothermal fields. This study illustrates the importance of 
defining the detailed 3D geometry of fault systems (e.g., the relative stress state of fault 
segments and the geometries of fault terminations and fault intersections) in under-
standing the complex details associated with geothermal upwelling. These analyses were 
conducted with a relatively robust collection of data, coverage that may only be available 
in well-explored and/or developed systems. Even so, with both extensive and sparse sub-
surface data, and appropriate consideration of the density of data and uncertainties of 
the subsurface interpretations, accurate 3D maps of subsurface geology and geothermal 
potential can be constructed. The insights gained through application of these methods 
can be coalesced into working conceptual models and utilized for planning exploration 
and development strategies in prospective and operating structurally controlled geo-
thermal fields.
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